Security deadlines advanced to fall

The average homeowner could be disappointed . . .

The death of more than 180,000 Florida's taxpayers is less than expected, but some taxpayers are disappointed. . .

Variety 8 except for the mohawk, is a Chihuahua mix, was often referred to as "the cutest thing that ever lived,"" according to those famous science-fiction characters.

The fire hadn't reached the apartment complex and ran across six lanes of traffic away and blocked the entrance. Some residents drove to neighboring apartments to watch the fire and keep it from the apartment building.

Security Task Force at the request of the Department of Homeland Security in Virginia. The task force will be implemented at the request of the National Incident Management System NIMS, a branch of the Department of Homeland Security. Each of the proposals have to be integrated by the fall semester. The fire hadn't reached the apartment complexes and ran across six lanes of traffic away and blocked the entrance.

While touring the area, the task force could be implemented at the request of the National Incident Management System NIMS, a branch of the Department of Homeland Security. Each of the proposals have to be integrated by the fall semester. The fire hadn't reached the apartment complexes and ran across six lanes of traffic away and blocked the entrance.

The fire hadn't reached the apartment complexes and ran across six lanes of traffic away and blocked the entrance. Some residents drove to neighboring apartments to watch the fire and keep it from the apartment building.

Security Task Force at the request of the Department of Homeland Security in Virginia. The task force will be implemented at the request of the National Incident Management System NIMS, a branch of the Department of Homeland Security. Each of the proposals have to be integrated by the fall semester. The fire hadn't reached the apartment complexes and ran across six lanes of traffic away and blocked the entrance.
LUKE, I AM YOUR FAN!

Star Wars fans feel the Force at MGM studios

LAUREN PAULUSKA

With a league of fans from around the country, Star Wars Weekends at Disney-MGM Studios proved to be the highlight of the year for everyone who doesn't dress up like a Darth Vader.

With several events like the Jedi Training Academy and Padawan Mini Challenge, the costume-clad bunch of Star Wars fans Lectured on the Force while pretending to be a student who came from the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, which has been reeling from financial turmoil, turnover and with control of sponsored compliance.

The decision also came the same month that special permission was appointed to resolve financial and operational problems at Florida A&M. 

Post So LOCAL M.

CORRECTION

In the June 15 article titled “Soldiers face future scholars,” Judy Day’s name was misspelled in the third paragraph.

CLARIFICATION

“Cool To Be Blue: Blue Man Group at Universal” stated that Blue Man Group will be at Universal Orlando until the end of the year. It is a permanent show.
Residents unaware of strike

LaMotte said, "We went to look, and there was fire on the roof. Then we knocked on doors (on the third floor and on the fourth floor) and asked if anyone was OK."

The fire alarm were only in the apartment and below the lightning strike.

"We'll try to talk to the fire department and asked if it was safe, and they kept saying 'possibly'—only words that started with 'W'" Labotte said, "What's that supposed to mean?"

UCF Housing and Residence Life and Partnerships Apartment management said they would find the residence members of the damaged apartment place to stay if the damage made the apartment unavailable, said Zdenka Gomolka, with the office of News and Information.

After an hour of waiting, Labotte and Kernicki were told they had 30 minutes to collect whatever they needed for the night. Permanent transfer to another apartment due to smoke and water damage would be discussed later.

Fans don't shy away from the darts of the Lide Side

Katrina Centeno, 19, a Political Science major and Conrado's roommates, "It wasn't even raining when lightning hit the roof." Lightening hit the flash Conrado checked to make sure her roommate-Centeno was OK.

"It was that scary," Conrado said. "We went to look, and there was fire on the roof. Then we knocked on doors (on the third floor and on the fourth floor) and asked if anyone was OK."

After for the fire department and asked if it was safe, and they kept saying 'possibly'—only words that started with 'W'" Labotte said, "What's that supposed to mean?"

UCF Housing and Residence Life and Partnerships Apartment management said they would find the residence members of the damaged apartment place to stay if the damage made the apartment unavailable, said Zdenka Gomolka, with the office of News and Information.

After an hour of waiting, Labotte and Kernicki were told they had 30 minutes to collect whatever they needed for the night. Permanent transfer to another apartment due to smoke and water damage would be discussed later.

Why live in an apartment when you can live in a townhome?

- 2 STORY TOWNHOMES
- COVERED PARKING AVAILABLE
- INDIVIDUAL LEASES
- UCF SHUTTLE
- UNFURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED UNITS
- MAVERICK RESIDENCE LIFE STAFF

407.277.4007

www.centrestationtwin.com
Disciplinary rules still remain hazy

CHRISTIAN FAMILY WORSHIP CENTER
Jerry Q. Parries, Senior Pastor & Wannie A. Parries, Co-Pastor

Services Times:
Sunday Morning Worship
9:00am

UCF Student Union—Key West Room
Mid-Week Service
Thursday Night @ 7:30pm

God’s House
9501 Satellite Blvd., Orlando, FL 32837
P.O. Box 452396
Kissimmee, FL 34744

Visit our website at TheChristianFamilyWorshipCenter.org

KAPLAN
TEST PREP AND ADMISSIONS

Save $100 on LSAT prep this Summer!

If you are taking the LSAT in September, now is the time to start your prep. And if you enroll in any of Kaplan’s comprehensive LSAT courses by June 30th you’ll save $100!

LSAT Class Starting Soon!
LS07004: 6/30/07 at Orlando Kaplan Center
Enroll today!
1-800-KAPTTEST | kaptest.com/lsat

Save $100 on LSAT prep this Summer!

If you are taking the LSAT in September, now is the time to start your prep. And if you enroll in any of Kaplan’s comprehensive LSAT courses by June 30th you’ll save $100!
Tortoises susceptible to lung disease

Bernard is the leading researcher studying the impact of a disease on gopher tortoises at CREOL Pond in Florida, a natural area that serves as a refuge for these reptiles. Bernard believes that the gopher tortoise is a keystone species, and its health is crucial to the preservation of the area and the habitats it occupies.

"The gopher tortoise is a keystone species," Bernard explained. "When it is affected by disease, the impact on the ecosystem can be severe."

Bernard has identified a new disease that affects gopher tortoises, called peritonitis. This disease can lead to secondary infections, which can be fatal to the tortoises. Bernard is working with other researchers to understand the disease and develop strategies to control it.

"The disease is spreading rapidly," Bernard said. "We need to act quickly to prevent it from spreading to other areas."

Bernard is working with state and federal agencies to implement control measures and monitor the disease. He is also working with local communities to educate them about the disease and the importance of protecting the gopher tortoise.

"The gopher tortoise is a keystone species," Bernard said. "We need to protect it and its habitats to maintain a balanced ecosystem."
Changes threaten school's spirit

A little over a year ago, UCF's administration and the Athletics department took a step, a colossal one, toward becoming a high-profile, high-pressure athletic program. The construction of an on-campus football stadium became a reality instead of an imaginary dream. There is no doubt that Bright House Networks Stadium is a significant step, forward, in becoming a competitive athletic program.

Nobody can expect to gain credibility or respect overnight. Maybe the new logos and the deletion of Redskin from the name are bound to happen down the road and end up with a new face, but Horford won't be in shape for spring training if he doesn't start turning potential into wins.

Michael Beutier (George Mason) 6'10'' 241 Green played great alongside Roy Hibbert at Georgetown, now he'll be paired with former No. 1 overall pick Andrew Bogut in Milwaukee.

ls. Minnesota Timberwolves: Al Jefferson (Florida State) 206 lbs. Jefferson may be the best player on the market in the off-season. He can provide something the Wolves desperately need - a scoring threat for NBA coaches.

3. Charlotte Bobcats: Tyrus Thomas (Clemson) 7'0'' 230 It is supposed to be the Chinese version of Kevin Garnett. Hopefully for the Bobcats he's the real deal, because they desperately need him to start turning potential into wins.

9. Chicago Bulls (from New York): Spencer Hawes (Spokane HS) 7-7 244 Hawes showed flashes of brilliance while playing for the Hornets. Hopefully for the Bulls he can provide some scoring upside to take the pressure off players like Gordon and Lump Dog. I also wouldn't be surprised to see Chicago trade this pick.

10. Sacramento Kings: Brandon Wright (North Carolina) 6'9'' 230 Wright is in rebuilding mode, even if they don't want to admit it. Wouldn't be surprised to see them matching a lower offer than the one they made last year.
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The experience and ey get to play with the Cape Cod League's

Some players, such as first basemen Mike Vazquez, are playing in the prestigious Cape Cod League. Players who play outside Florida live on the Prestigious Cape Cod League. players have to attend sum­

Summer baseball leagues outside of Florida. Vazquez and right-handed pitcher Austin Hudson are both playing for the Cape Cod League. Both and both are off to rough starts through Spring 2008. Neither has been as effective as his high school career.

Three fans notice. They believe in this school's tradition. OK, OK, I know. What tradi­

tion? But that's the point. UCF can't expect to gain credibility or a sense of respect if it continues to alter the one thing that is sup­posed to make one's respective institution stand out from the rest.

And UCF's Sports Information office has done a great job of highlighting the tradi­tion over the last month on UCFAthletics.com with the "The Knights are Coming Home" series.

From the humble beginnings of the football program against St. Leo in a downpour on a Cape Cod night in 1977 to the legacy left behind by Torchy Cov's basketball teams that went to the Division II Final Four in 1997.

The biggest crisis of UCF have been there that we have no tradition within our own school or our community. Every school has to start somewhere, right? When Michigan, Notre Dame and even our neighbors in Florida didn't even evolve overnight. The best teams that you associate their logos and uniforms with the school.

Oden, Durant and UF alum round out top five

WOODY WOMMACK

After the least-watchable Finals in NBA history concluded a little over a month ago, experts have spent more time talking about the off-season than they have about Thursday's NBA Draft.

However, while they've been covering the free agency scene, one reporter has been glued to the coverage Sunday and Monday attending the Florida Pro-Deep Camp at Disney's Wide World of Sports.

And with the news that the most prosperous Big East coach to have ever graced the Sunshine State returns in the fall, I'm ready to share my knowledge about the players drafted.

So without ado, here is my 2008 NBA Mock Draft, which doesn't include trades, which are bound to happen in any draft.

1. Portland Trailblazers: Greg Oden (Ohio State) 7'0'' 275 lbs.

There's been a lot of debate in the state of Oregon about whether this is the right pick or not. It is.

2. Seattle SuperSonics: Kevin Durant (Texas) 6'10'' 226 lbs.

What a great consolation prize for the Sonics. Not only do they get a player that will make an immediate impact, they may be drafting the man that can help keep the franchise in Seattle.

3. Atlanta Hawks: Al Horford (Florida) 6'9'' 246

I really expect the Hawks to trade down and end up with a dif­

dent player, but Horford will definitely be the third player selected.

4. Memphis Grizzlies: Corey Brewer (Florida) 6'10'' 215 Brewer can defend three

positions and I really think he'll line up on the radar at Florida. Look for him to have an instant impact defensively, especially playing alongside P.J. Brown.

5. Boston Celtics: Joakim Noah (Florida) 7'0'' 227

The Celtics love aiso, even though I don't. Noah probably would have been the No. 1 overall pick last year, so at least Celtics fans can pretend they won the lot­

tery.

6. Milwaukee Bucks: Jeff Green (George Mason) 6'10'' 224

Green played great alongside Roy Hibbert at Georgetown, now he'll be paired with former No. 1 overall pick Andrew Bogut in Milwaukee.

7. Minnesota Timberwolves: Al Jefferson (Florida State) 206 lbs. Jefferson may be the best player on the market in the off-season. He can provide something the Wolves desperately need - a scoring threat for NBA coaches.

8. Charlotte Bobcats: Tyrus Thomas (Clemson) 7'0'' 230

It is supposed to be the Chinese version of Kevin Garnett. Hopefully for the Bobcats

he's the real deal, because they desperately need him to start turning potential into wins.

9. Chicago Bulls (from New York): Spencer Hawes (Spokane HS) 7-7 244

Hawes showed flashes of brilliance while playing for the Hornets. Hopefully for the Bulls he can provide some scoring upside to take the pressure off players like Gordon and Lump Dog. I also wouldn't be surprised to see Chicago trade this pick.

10. Sacramento Kings: Brandon Wright (North Carolina) 6'9'' 230

Wright is in rebuilding mode, even if they don't want to admit it. Wouldn't be surprised to see them matching a lower offer than the one they made last year.

11. Atlanta Hawks (from Indiana): Mike Miller (Ohio State) 6'9'' 175

These Hawks are going to be in a
great position if Conley falls

t this far. If he does look for Portland to try to swing a trade in order to reac}h Oden with

12. Philadelphia 76ers: Acied Low (USC) 6'10'' 245

Lew is a poor man Allen Iverson without the attitude.

13. New Orleans Hornets: Nick Young (GCU) 6'7'' 226

Young will pro-

FSCF helps many Knights

improve for 2008 season

BRIAN MURPHY

The UCF Baseball team's season ended on May 25 with a 1-2 loss to Memphis. In Major League Baseball, most players try to get away from the game after their season has ended and try to stay in shape for spring training in February.

It's a different story in college. Less than a month after being knocked out of the Conference USA Championship, many Knights are tuning their attention to summer baseball leagues to improve for the 2008 season.

This year, 10 Knights are playing in summer baseball leagues in Massachusetts, Maryland, Virginia and Florida. If players have to attend sum­

mer school, they play in the Florida Collegiate Summer League, which has teams in ketum Springs, Leesburg, Sanford, Winter Park and Winter Springs.

Some other players, such as first basemen Mike Vazquez, are playing in the prestigious Cape Cod League. Players who play outside Florida live on the Prestigious Cape Cod League. players have to attend sum­

summer school.

True fans notice. They think

OK, OK, I know. What tradi­

tion? But that's the point. UCF can't expect to gain credibility or a sense of respect if it continues to alter the one thing that is sup­posed to make one's respective institution stand out from the rest.

This year, nine Knights are playing in summer baseball leagues outside of Florida. Vazquez and right-handed pitcher Austin Hudson are both playing for the Cape Cod League. Both and both are off to rough starts through Spring 2008. Neither has been as effective as his high school career.

This was a good experience and ey get to play with the Cape Cod League's

Some players, such as first basemen Mike Vazquez, are playing in the prestigious Cape Cod League. Players who play outside Florida live on the Prestigious Cape Cod League. players have to attend sum­

summer school. Vazquez and right-handed pitcher Austin Hudson are both playing for the Cape Cod League. Both and both are off to rough starts through Spring 2008. Neither has been as effective as his high school career.

True fans notice. They think

OK, OK, I know. What tradi­

tion? But that's the point. UCF can't expect to gain credibility or a sense of respect if it continues to alter the one thing that is sup­posed to make one's respective institution stand out from the rest.
There's no reason to dare drop 'fighting' from their nicknames.

Now programs are some of the most respected and most successful in college football. There is no denying that these programs have made immense improvements along the way but they've always kept their roots. My arguments towards those critics of UCF has to be given the program time. Tradition will build itself. Those fans sitting in the stands on that rainy September night never thought they would see the Big House in front of them.

That's a whole different environment right around par, so stay focused. This feels great.

There are some of the most talented kids in the world playing baseball. That is, until fall baseball begins in mid-September.
After our tent-mate reader was set up, we were quickly greeted by fellow campers who approved of our setup, saying we "have to hang out".

Walking, I am shaded from sun through the campsite to Centrum, the horizon light and its shadows guide attendees to the entrance. Tent and smoke fill the air. Day after day, as the crowds gather under the Bonnaroo arch, the oncoming crowd roars, "ROOOOOOOO." Day 2 June 15 was our first taste of the dry heat of Manchester. From tents set up outside as the sun rose, making it impossible to sleep past 9 a.m., to the scorching dry heat of the day, the shade was magnetic. Like bug lights, trees and shadows guide attendees to the entrance.

Throughout the night performances on the What Stage. The highlight set of the day had to be Tool's 'Lateralus' which Stage. The highlight set of the day had to be Tool's "Lateralus". The Paul Simon single "Graceland" brought his intensity to This Tent DJ booth. Similar to festivals of the '60s, the crowd roars, "ROOOOOOOO!" The sun rose, making it impossible to sleep past 9 a.m. In the scorching dry heat of the day, People would try to cool each other into going into the fountain with the classic line, "I'll go in the water if you go!"

With the global warming debate heating up, Bonnaroo has continued its quest to be a green festival. This year, featured in "Planet Roo, there would be no more drug busts. As one fan said, "You don't know if I should be impressed or scared." The John Butler Trio, noted as Australia's Dave Matthews Band, opened the day at the What Stage. Next, Wolfmother ripped it up at the Which Stage. The John Butler Trio, noted as Australia's Dave Matthews Band, opened the day at the What Stage. The Police, were on in prime time at the What Stage. The Police, who are under assault, have been called "ugly". Like bug lights, trees and shadows guide attendees to the entrance.

Day 1 June 14 was a buildup to what lay ahead. The sun rose, making it impossible to sleep past 9 a.m. In the scorching dry heat of the day, People would try to cool each other into going into the fountain with the classic line, "I'll go in the water if you go!"
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After Peter's dad, Francis, dies, Peter finds paternity.

Dolores O' Riordan has been relested back to the wild, only this time she is unaccompanied by her Irish fanned bass mates, The Cranberries.

It has been four years since The Cranberries hit song member has gone on to pursue solo musical careers. Fealing her turn, O'Reardon doubted Are You Listening? her musical comeback after having spent a few years of the limelight.

Released on Sanctuary Records, the album features 2 tracks very near and dear to the Irish songwriter. The making of the album differed for the radio veteran, now 20-year-old industry experience has involved showcasing her talent to the world.

"I was the first time in my life I was a front girl. I had no inhibitions, which is how it felt when I first started out. That's truly visible here" says O' Riordan of her solo album.

O’Riordan's voice with her apart from other female vocalists in much of the same way that Shania Twain has the utmost pitch modulation.

Though she appears independent of her band on Are You Listening? the album still sounds like something The Cranberries could have released. Sure for the extremely personal lyrical content, there is a consistent familiarity among the melodies that lends itself to the early '90 and The Cranberries Everybody Else Is Doing It, Why Can't We? this is not to discredit the newly solo artist, but to further the point that the music is in her trademark voice. Let's be honest, the "Shania" wouldn't have played our anywhere near same if it had being sung by anyone else. The same can easily made with O’Riordan's new material.

Dolores O’Riordan Album: Are You Listening?

These days, she seems to have let the shine in on her Byrne lines. Her structure from former musical endeavors and a newfound focus on the joys of motherhood might be to blame for upbeat tempos and poppy vibes. She embraces an echo chords effect on the new album. "Black Rose," and "Apple of My Eye" are reminiscent of songs by Enigma with their ethereal ballad-like chanting.

The album peaks with the songs "October" and "In the Garden." For those seeking a flashback fix, look no further than "Stay With Me" for its evident Cranberries-like influence. The instrumentation of supporting melodies on the album is carefully held together by heavenly synthesized piano pieces and various guitar parts.

Are You Listening? is impressive but cannot impressively to entirely shudder the reference of O’Riordan's alter ego. Though she's built up a small tour in the U.S., there are currently no dates scheduled. Perhaps, O’Riordan will spend most of her time in the upcoming months planning more shows in Europe and promoting her new album.

Send questions, comments and other suggestions to: AmandaShopf@gmail.com

---

**A MODE**

**iPod making mark in music, fashion worlds**

**JAMIE SAMULAS** Staff writer

Fashion and music have a relationship that mixes leather pants, better bad and sly, and the iPod is a flash point example of that.

I mean, look at those color-

tv ads they have to pass Miss for a musician turned fashionista. These portable music players have made a mark in the music world and on our campuses.

Pretta Barker, a 25-year-

old senior business management major purchased her iPod from Wal-Mart. She chose the iPod over other MP3 devices because of its quality. She listens to hip-hop on her blue nano, complete with a red "shirt" covering it, mostly while riding the UTC shuttle and walking out the gym.

Another student spotted following the iPod trend on campus, Ken Williams, a 20-year-old junior marketing major, has a white, 30-gigabyte iPod. He bought it in the Best Buy and because of convenience.

"I have a lot of music, and it's easier to have all on one source," Mr. Williams said. He prefers to listen to music from the 80s and 90s while walking around campus or jamming out in his car.

Another student, Doreen, a 21-

year-old junior marketing major, loves to wear her iPod while she walks around campus or does homework. Good Music can help you get your study done! She received her 30-gigabyte, white iPod, which she keeps covered with a pink iPod "sock," as a birth-

day gift. She prefers to use other MP3 players because it lacks music, and she can find her songs faster. She also likes the fact that her iPod can play video.

That day, Doreen wasirl mate "hand" Willow, but said she always has her iPod on standby. "I seem to be so much [music]," she said.

Seeing that iPods are available in a variety of colors, styles and sizes, it can make both your fashion and musical endeavors. Prices range between $80-$60 depending on the size and number of gigabytes.

Whether you're working out, taking a long drive, or dancing in your ears while breathing your teeth, like the in Drew's Gray's Anatomy, the iPod is a fashion and musical sensation.
Two Flugtag records sunk

ANDY JACOBSON
(News Press)

Imagine a giant sombrero gliding off of there and really flew good, but this thing catches the wind really well. "We never would have been infected with 'Bonnorsite.' Once afflicated by Bonnorsite, you will no have any problems seeing in the dark for five days while enjoying an amazing sonic experience and interesting sights," said a team member.

"There's no way you can see your Bonnorsite experience away from you. The people that you go to Bonnorsite will like the people you want to go to Bonnorsite with — you'll always have that Bonnorsite," said another team member.

"The Kentucky team Rocky Top Rocket flew a remarkable 105 feet to capture the North American Flugtag flight distance record of 81 feet, which was set a year before in Nashville. In addition to capturing the prize for the closest approach and public attendance, the park was free to all!" said a team member.

"We opened the party up to everyone and really flew good. We don't have the biggest flight deck. So, we don't want to fly into the crowd. We stayed here; we have to show em," said a team member.

Mechanical engineering major Scott Pride traveled a 7-hour drive to see the Soaring Gonzales reprise its incredible Flugtag.

"I've been infected with 'Bonnorsite.' Once afflicated by Bonnorsite, you will no have any problems seeing in the dark for five days while enjoying an amazing sonic experience and interesting sights," said Pride.

"They showed us something with a UCF flag, and ‘Bonnorsite is actually here. We want to show them that we are better than them. Pride was proud of what his fellow Knights could achieve.

"They have the biggest flight deck and obviously the easiest course — it's a hoot," Pride said.

"It was running that thing down the ramp in from 80,000 people," Byrd said.

"My two goals come flight time were that there be a small tail wind and that the pilot stay in his seat. "It was a little tail wind would be good, but this thing catches the wind really well. So, we don't want to fly into the crowd," said a team member.

"It was nowhere to be seen from where we took the stage. "Don't fall out," we warned him. His stay with the crowd at all times," Lewark said of the Soaring Gonzales's pilot, Daniel Cooledge.

"The sombrero was not cooperating Concordia hit the water and his flight was finished. "It wasn't supposed to happen. It did, and it is funny," said Cooledge.

"Some Gonzales traveled with the support of family and friends and other UCF students.

"The mark of success was running that thing down the ramp in from 80,000 people," Byrd said.

"The team's two goals come flight time were that there be a small tail wind and that the pilot stay in his seat to control the direction of the craft. "These goals could have led the team to the podium. "A little tail wind would be good, but this thing catches the wind really well. So, we don't want to fly into the crowd," said team member Rick Brownes said.

"The wind was nowhere to be found when the craft took off. "Don't fall out," we warned him. His stay with the crew at all times," Lewark said of the Soaring Gonzales's pilot, Daniel Cooledge.

"The sombrero was not cooperating Concordia hit the water and his flight was finished. "It wasn't supposed to happen. It did, and it is funny," said Cooledge. Director of Flugtag Stephanie Martinez said.
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### Guns on campus: the most dangerous game

Some students have raised concerns about the university's decision to allow guns on campus. The national debate on gun control has been ongoing, and university administrators have been pressured to address the issue.
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### Opinion

NCAA, UCFF need to lay off the suds

The university gets to make that call, but not quite sure how they can do this.
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### News

### Gaming addiction scores all-time high

Online games, video games, and mobile games are more popular than ever. Many students spend hours playing games, which can be addictive.

### What you might not know about online games

Online games can be addictive, and they can affect your mental and physical health. Here are some things you might not know about online games.

### Conclusion

Gaming addiction is a serious problem that affects many people. It is important to be aware of the risks and to take steps to avoid addiction.
Help Wanted: General


Classified Sales Rep wanted to market our products to retailers. Strong oral and written communication skills required. EOE. Please fax resume to 407-447-4555.

2 Bedroom 2.5 Bathroom Townhouse near UCF! Rent: $1000/month. Ref: 321-536-5430.


Central Florida Future Classifieds
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Doggy Daycare Position. Must Love Dogs. Call 800-535-2910. Resume: info@dogdayafternoon.net

2/2 for $1105/month. 3 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease. Beautiful 2/2 Town Home in Chancellor’s Point for only $1000/month. Home available immediately. 3/2.5. Call 407-580-9724.


1/1 Condo 4 Rent $750/month. -Eagle Ridge at UCF. Call 350-677-3259.

Good leads! Prior Hilton guests necessary. The team practices in a quiet new neighborhood. Must have strong work ethic, flexible work hours, area, days of choice, PT/FT. Call 407-513-1901.


Appt. Setter/ Telemarketing. Must be comfortable with cold calling. Need to add 10 or more leads a week. EOE.

For the Central Florida Future. Must have strong communication skills, able to work alone. Offers ofadળI Just that. Call 407-948-8409.

Access to a large pool/spa.


**ares and Extra Benefits**

NO hidden, surprise or additional charges. Check out our website: www.MARTINSPUB.com

**RESTAURANT ASSISTANTS & DELIVERY DRIVERS**

2 Bedroom 2.5 Bathroom Townhouse near UCF! Rent: $1000/month. Ref: 321-536-5430.

Nearby Walmart for shopping & weekly groceries.


Local area. 12 Miles From UCF. Spirit, Steele, and for the Central Florida Future.

2/2 for $1105/month. 3 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease. Beautiful 2/2 Town Home in Chancellor’s Point for only $1000/month. Home available immediately. 3/2.5. Call 407-580-9724.
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Beautiful Upscale Room at the Crest in a Quiet Residential Neighborhood.

A Beautiful Upscale Room at the Crest in a Quiet Residential Neighborhood for $550 per month. Safe and quiet neighborhood. Utilities, cable, and high-speed internet included.

For more information, please contact: Joel at 772-359-2797 or RentUCF@yahoo.com.

Roommates Wanted! 5 bedroom, 2.5 bath, Premium paint, Immaculate condition, renovated, gated community, garage & full kitchen. Clean, drug free, no pets, $500 plus 1/3 utilities. Women only.

For more information, please contact: Jonathan at (321)277-3851.

Looking for Roommate.

Located near the University of Florida and ChampionsGate Resort. Fully furnished, 10 min from UF. Utilities, cable, high-speed internet. Includes everything! No deposit.

For more information, please contact: Chris at 407-831-1322.

Purchase the Ultimate Florida Getaway with Coldwell Banker at 407-920-7800.

Beautiful Condo and Views, Fully furnished, 10 min from UF. Utilities, cable, high-speed internet. Includes everything! No deposit.

For more information, please contact: Chris at 407-831-1322.

Bed, bath, and beyond. Beautifully renovated condo. 10 min from UF. Utilities, cable, high-speed internet. Includes everything! No deposit.

For more information, please contact: Chris at 407-831-1322.

NEW HOUSE FOR RENT.

4 bed, 2 bath, 212 SE 21st Ave., Oviedo, FL 32765. Beautifully renovated, includes everything! No deposit. Washer/dryer and freezer included. Close to UF.

For more information, please contact: Chris at 407-831-1322.
FEEL AT HOME

- SMALL COMMUNITY WITH FRIENDLY STAFF
- INDIVIDUAL LEASES
- UCF SHUTTLE
- OUTSTANDING AMENITIES
- BRAND NEW FURNITURE*

$99 Move-in Fee OFFER EXPIRES JULY 1, 2007

The LOFTS LIVE ABOVE THE REST!

- Washer/Dryer in every Apartment
- Cable with HBO, MTV & ESPN
- Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi
- Covered Basketball Pavilion
- Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes
- Fitness Center with Free-weights
- Individual Leases
- Tanning Bed

Now Leasing for FALL 2007

321-754-2000
1605 Loftway Circle • Orlando, FL 32826
WWW.MYOWNAPARTMENT.COM

Explore graduate studies at Rollins.

If you want an outstanding master’s degree program that will educate you for life and work as a global citizen and responsible leader, Rollins is for you. Rollins offers excellent graduate programs in mental health counseling, human resources, liberal studies, and elementary education. Financial aid, including scholarships for certain programs, is available for qualified students.

For more information, contact us at:

ROLLINS COLLEGE GRADUATE STUDIES
407-646-2232
rollins.edu/holt
holt@rollins.edu
203 East Lyman Ave., Winter Park, FL 32789
Jennifer Gary
MAY 07
4th Grade Teacher
Lake Whippoorwill Elementary